A Wheel on
The Wolds

W

by Tony Martin
e were on a club run near
Cherington when I pulled
alongside Pat and Pete and
announced my intention of making
a week’s tour of the Cotswolds in
the coming summer, going Bed
and Breakfast. It wasn’t until after I
admitted that bread/breakfast was
to be actually based at my place
that Pat said she had almost fallen
off in surprise.
I am not going to tell you what
actually happened, instead I shall
tell you about such a trip that
might have been made some
hundred years or more ago. I shall
make nothing up, merely
telescoping events and scenes into
a week’s cycling – though of course

I start off from Hucclecote,
which is just a few cottages either
side of the Brockworth road and
along the green, otherwise mostly
farms. About 100 men in the
village are employed, according to
the census, and a lot of these are
farm labourers. Apart from the
scarcity of dwellings and absence
of motor vehicles, the thing that
strikes me immediately is how
small the fields are. It’s quite a job
to get by the cattle on the green. As
I get into Upton St Leonards there
seems to be something going on.
Ah-of course- it’s early July 1871
and for three successive Sundays
they hold their cherry fairs here.
It’s supposed to be in the field
opposite the inn, but there are
people sprawling about all over the
place – and there is a great deal of
fighting. It seems these cherry fairs
are an opportunity for villagers to
settle old scores. I’d best be on my
way, because here come a gang of

front wheel axle). These are still a
rare sight in places like rural
Gloucestershire, and the sight of
my machine has stirred up the
mob who have started chasing me.
Luckily the lane dips down and I
am just able to outpace them.
Riding the bone-shaker is not at all
easy, apart from the terrible
vibration, trying to pedal and turn
the front wheel at the same time is
quite tricky. Also it’s quite unlike
riding a bicycle, as your legs are
stretched out in front of you and
are not able to exert the same
amount of force.
I follow a narrow winding lane
through Haresfield, it’s just a cart
track with a leafy canopy of trees
meeting overhead, but the verges
are awash in wild flowers. Apart
from the ringing of church bells
and birdsong the silence is
overwhelming. I swing left out into
the open road that leads to
Stonehouse. Here great fields
stretch away on either side as I
pass the tall spire of Standish
Church. The only other traffic is a
pony and trap – which becomes
difficult to control as the pony
takes fright. The roads are of
crushed stone, with ruts and
potholes caused by the metal rims
of farm carts and this makes the
ride on the bone-shaker live up to
its name. At intervals along the
road, piles of stone have been left
for the road-mender to carry out
his never-ending task.

I turn up the track past
Horsemarling farm but I don’t get
very far. Although the velocipede
has a relatively low gear (it’s about
40inches –the diameter of the front
my own participation has to be
men from Brookthorpe and
wheel!) the thing is made of iron
fiction. According to the particular Whaddon, determined to have a
events, I shall, of course, be riding good time fighting and disrupting and I shall be unable to tackle the
escarpment - it would be a real
the appropriate (imaginary)
the whole thing. I’m riding a
machine. I shall be an observer
Coventry Machinists’ velocipede (a challenge even to push the heavy
going back in time.
bone-shaker that has pedals on the bone-shaker up to Randwick.
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And so I turn back, not willing
to return via Upton St Leonards
whilst the cherry fair is in progress
I shall have to go via Standish lane
and the Bristol road to Gloucester. I
turn on to the Bristol road at
Putlow Green, and before long on
my right is a forge. If there was a
problem with the bone-shaker, it is
so crude that any country
blacksmith could repair it – except
of course that today is Sunday –
and nobody works on Sundays.
Next day on the Monday, I
experience a miraculous recovery
from the injuries sustained riding
twenty miles on a bone-shaker - it
must be that jar of Ellimans
Universal Embrocation I used. The
time warp has now dropped me in
1887 and I have arranged to
accompany a local squire on his
tricycle trip through the
Cotswolds. I have to make my way
over to Bowden Hall in Upton St
Leonards, where I am to meet up
with Dearman Birchall J.P. He is
the local squire and exerts
authority over the village and the
church – the riotous cherry fairs
are no more. I shall be riding an
early (1885) version of the Rover
Safety bicycle. It has no freewheel,
and to get going you push off and
get on by means of a foot-step on
the rear of the frame. Compared to
the bone-shaker it is a tremendous
advance: the front wheel is slightly
larger than the rear, handlebar and
saddle positions can be altered,
and chainwheel and rear sprocket
may be set up beforehand for a
suitable single gear. Next year
Dunlop will patent the pneumatic
tyre, so both Dearman Birchall and
myself are still on solid rubber
tyres.
We come back through
Hucclecote, then to Brockworth
and take the steep road up Birdlip

Gloucestershire
countryside,
difficult to get to
through steep and
narrow lanes with
poor surfaces. Only
the farmers move
about much, most
of the villagers
keep to the village,
either without the
means or the need
to travel elsewhere.
At this time the
only way to reach
the village is on
foot or by horse
Hill. It is so steep that we both
and cart. The village people here,
have to walk it, but even this is
as elsewhere in the countryside,
difficult as there is so much mud
live in an old-fashioned world of
on the road. The roads are still of
oil lamps, wells, home baking and
crushed stone, white in summer
poaching. The bottom part of
with all movement creating clouds Workman’s Wood is boggy and the
of dust. In the winter the surfaces Rover becomes hard to push but I
become sticky with mud that cakes manage and rising ground takes
anyone and anything on them.
me to the stony surface of Far End.
It is thought that the route through
Dearman Birchall was a
businessman in the cotton industry Damsells Cross to Far End and
through Workman’s Wood was
from the North where he made a
once a drove road as there was a
lot of money; he came to
cattle pound near Foston’s Ash. Far
Gloucestershire and bought
End was probably the original
Bowden Hall in 1868. Later he
medieval centre of the village.
bought Cranham Woods. He was
an influential man, being on many
I take the lane past Jack’s Green
committees, so I am overawed in
and pass two Edwardian ladies
his presence (at least nobody
about to start a cycle ride (I must
throws stones at us whilst I’m in
have ridden through that time
his company) but I am relieved
warp again, because they have
when we part in Birdlip village. He ladies mixte frame cycles with
is going to Cirencester to stay the
balloon (pneumatic) tyres. From
night, before pressing on to
their long dresses and large hats I
Swindon, via Cricklade the next
guess I must be now in the late
day. I am off to Bisley, but just
1890s and my once revolutionary
before the Fostons Ash public
Rover has suddenly become a bit
house, on my right is a downhill
dated. This style for ladies dress
track through Workman’s Wood
carried on for some time in spite of
that I can push the Rover through being so impractical for cycling
and which will take me to
along dusty or muddy lanes.)
Sheepscombe.
I reach the Slad road at Bulls
Sheepscombe at this time is
Cross and follow the road down
hidden away in the depths of the
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until I turn off left along Catswood
Lane. I have to push up hill before
I can remount and take the road to
Bisley at Stancombe Farm. There
has been a lot of trouble in Bisley
over the years. It had started about
1863 when the local landowner
John Dorington had started the
procedures for enclosure of
common land between Bisley,
Chalford and Oakridge. By 1866
the rights held by commoners were
suspended and the footpaths
closed. Discontent continued for
years with threats made against
Dorington and the vicar of Bisley,
Thomas Keble. Later there is going
to be a nine year feud between a
new vicar and the schoolmaster
which splits the village. I get hold
of a copy of “The Stroud News”. I
see it is dated 1910, so I have
cycled through another time warp.
“The News” is full of the terrible
row in Bisley, with the report of a
shouting match at a vestry
meeting.
A back road takes me past
Jayne’s Court where Miss Miers
and H.W. Skinner, landlord of The
New Inn are about to ride their
horses to follow the foxhounds.
Miss Miers is of course riding sidesaddle and looks very smart, her
mount is a lot more impressive
than Mr Skinner’s. I ride out again
onto the road to Stroud. Just past
“The Bear” is a shop and forge
where the local blacksmith, John
Messenger, makes bicycles. He also
repairs and overhauls bicycles, and
you can hire one of his for 6d (old
money). I am tempted to part
exchange the Rover for one of his
new machines, but I realise that I
shall need my 1885 Rover for the
trip I have planned on the day after
tomorrow. I return to Gloucester
along Calf Way and down the (old)
Birdlip road. Before I start the
descent of the Birdlip road, I
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consult my 1905
“Contour” Road
Book of England –
Western Division,
which fits neatly into
the pocket of my
Norfolk jacket. Route
827 Bath to
Cheltenham
describes Birdlip Hill
as a dangerous hill
with a gradient of 1
in 10. The diagram
shows it dropping
500 ft in just over two
miles. I walk down
the hill, for although
it’s still 1910, I cannot erase my
knowing that in the 1960s a cyclist
is killed descending this hill when
his brakes fail. Not being used to a
fixed wheel, the pedals knock
against my legs as I struggle to
keep the bike from getting away
from me. I shall have to use the
Ellimans again tonight, it’s a good
job I bought the eleven shilling jar.

immunity from punctures on these
awful roads up in the Wold. I am
off to Ablington, where I hope to
meet J. Arthur Gibbs. He is about
to publish “A Cotswold Village”
and although we don’t know it yet,
this is to become a classic book
about the Cotswolds. I go via The
Duntisbournes, crossing the main
road to Cirencester at Perrotts
Brook, following the Welsh Way –
Tuesday is to be spent cleaning an old drove road- to Barnsley,
the mud from Workman’s Wood
then following the road that
off the Rover and giving it an
borders Barnsley Park to Coln
overhaul and resting before I make Rogers. This latter road is wide,
a long trip across to a really
straight and has substantial grass
beautiful part of the Cotswolds.
verges, which probably means it
That evening, after tea and
was the product of the enclosure
cucumber sandwiches, I mug up
acts. Up here, as yet, no cars have
on bicycle overhauling. I don’t
been seen, their engines are not
have a technical manual for the
powerful enough to get them up
Rover, so the next best thing is to
the escarpment, they would have
read the chapter on bicycle
to come over here across the
overhauling in ”Three Men on the gentler slopes of the eastern wold.
Bummel” written by Jerome K.
So, for the moment, on my Rover, I
Jerome and published in 1900.
am the fastest thing on the road.
After reading this, I decide to leave
It is so quiet up here that I can
the Rover as it is.
hear sheep munching the grass.
Wednesday comes and I set off The Coln valley has quaint little
early, for I have a long way to go.
villages along its course, it really is
Overnight it seems that I have
“Oldy-Worldy” here. There’s a lot
slipped back to 1898 so I am still
of touching of caps from the localsable to use my old Rover. At least
they must think I’m a friend of the
the solid tyres will give me
squire, J. Arthur Gibbs. I’m making

for the Manor House in Ablington,
where I hope to see J. Arthur
himself. He is a keen observer of
everything and everyone around
him, and if you want to know
about the Cotswolds a hundred
years ago, his is the book to read.
He is not at home, for he spends
his time fly-fishing, hunting,
rambling, at cricket and “glorious
bicycle rides in the long summer
evenings.” I am directed to go on
to Bibury where he and a friend
have gone fishing. Ah, there they
are, bicycles and rods lent against
the bridge and both gazing down
into the Coln.

return the same way, but it’s
starting to get dark well before I
get back.

The nights can be chilly up here
even in early summer so I don my
“Mandleberg” waterproof, which
is doubly guaranteed as absolutely
waterproof and free from odour (of
They are pleased to see a fellow course it isn’t, otherwise they’d still
be selling them now!).
cyclist (even though my Rover is
now over ten years old and the
pace of cycle development has
accelerated over that period, they
naturally assume me to be a
gentleman like themselves). I
introduce myself as the Hon.
Anthony St. John (pronounced
Sinjun) Martin, explaining away
the old Rover by saying I had hired
it in Gloucester.

reduces the smoke and improves
the light, but I have forgotten to
bring some out with me.
Again I walk down Birdlip Hill.
It’s been a long day today and
when I get in I am so exhausted
that I am only able to sip a little
beef tea. Tomorrow is another rest
day, before I make my last trip on
Friday. I spend the day out in the
garden, in a hammock, reading
“The Wheels of Chance” by H.G.
Wells. Written in 1896 it tells the
story of a draper’s apprentice who
takes his annual fortnight’s holiday
on a cycling tour to the south coast
and gets caught up in a romantic
adventure.

Overnight I manage to get rid
of the Rover and become the proud
possessor of a Dursley Pedersen.
The year is now 1905 and I intend
making a trip over to the Lister
factory in Dursley. Riding the
Pedersen will be bliss after the
solid-tyred Rover. I shall ride to
Stonehouse, then put my machine
aboard the local train to
Nailsworth, where I shall continue
We discuss Arthur’s impending
to Dursley on the Pedersen. At the
book and he quotes the first verse
LMS branch line station in
and chorus of a very old song that
Stonehouse, which is connected to
he has included in the book:
the Bristol Road main line station
by a covered way, I purchase my
ticket for Nailsworth. The ticket
THE TURMUT HOWER
allows the carriage of a bicycle
I also have to light up my with one seat, accompanied by a
I be a turmut hower,
“20th Century Cycle Lamp”: passenger.
Vram Gloucestershire I came;
it burns Paraffin and is said
Not long after leaving
My parents be hard-working folk,
to
keep
alight
in
all
weathers.
Stonehouse,
we cross the Leonard
Giles Wapshaw be my name.
I have economised by buying Stanley road on a level crossing.
The vly, the vly,
the nickel plated version at
We cross the Stroudwater canal
The vly be on the turmut,
15s.
Before
the
introduction
west of Ryeford (on a bridge that
An’ it be aal me eye, and no use to try
of
acetylene
cycle
lamps
such
looks strangely familiar) and then
To keep um off the turmut.
paraffin lamps had the
go under a road bridge before
reputation
of
going
out
at
the
We all chortle over this, there is
stopping at Ryeford. As well as the
no doubt that gentlemen such as us slightest puff of wind or at every
station platform there are sidings
bump on the road. Some cyclists
find these simple country folk up
for a nearby sawmill. The next
swear that the dodge of adding a
here very amusing. I thank them
station at Dudbridge also looks
lump of lard to the paraffin
and set off on my way back. I
strangely familiar. There is only
5

one more station at Woodchester
before we reach the terminus at
Nailsworth Station, but before we
get there, we seem to have stopped
in the middle of nowhere. Ah – I
see what is going on, a transaction
has been arranged, and pea sticks
are loaded onto the tender whilst a
few shovel loads of coal are thrown
into a back garden. At Nailsworth I
wheel my Pedersen, which was in
the guard’s van, out through the
ornate booking hall entrance. It has
been an enchanting ride, but I am
puzzled by why the line seems so
familiar.
I climb up through Horsley,
and then turn off down a steep
lane to Uley. Part way down the
rear wheel starts to vibrate and I
end up pushing the machine down
to Stoutshill, where I mend the
puncture. This episode too seems
strangely familiar! I coast down
into Dursley where I join a group
from the Gloucestershire
Engineering Society being shown
round the Lister works. There are
extensive machine shops, with the
machines being belt driven from
overhead shafts. It looks pretty
lethal, one false move and you
could have a nasty accident. The
din is tremendous so I am glad
when we leave to see a room
where wheels are built by hand. I
have seen enough and manage to
slip away and retrieve my cycle
outside the factory gate. My ears
are ringing from the noise in those
machine shops. By this time, the
Dursley Pederson company has
been taken over by R.A. Lister and
Pederson himself had fallen out
with Listers.

distant. An amusing thing happens
at Frocester station, a friend had
warned me about it. As we pull in
to the station a voice with a broad
Gloucestershire accent calls out
“Fraawster – Fraawster” and any
passengers who are not local leave
the train thinking it is Gloucester. I
leave the train at Haresfield, which
only has a platform on the LMSR
line. The other line is GWR and on
the run in to Gloucester the smaller
LMSR engines like to race any
GWR train on the parallel rails,
which doesn’t make for a relaxing
end to the day or indeed to my
week’s cycling in the Cotswolds of
a hundred years ago!

‘OY MATE, SHE
AIN’T PED’LIN’...’
By Captain Pete Day

H

OW many times over the
years have Pat and I heard
this called out to us while riding
our tandem!
I have mentioned this in an
earlier edition of The Spoke when
we were on our tryout ride on a
hired tandem in Scotland a few
years ago. It was the first of
hundreds - nay thousands - of
outbursts by complete strangers on
seeing us, except that in Scotland it
sounded like ‘Yu know she ain’t
PIDDLING?’ which sparked a
fruity reply from yours truly.

who even went looking for a
companion to join him on his
tandem . . .

"Most chaps usually get a girl
first and then a tandem"
However in all the years Pat
and I have ‘demed together one
remark from Pat got me thinking,
hence the title of this piece.
We were on our way from
Nailsworth on a club ride recently,
up Pensile Road towards Minch
which as you know is a very
pleasant and reasonable climb on a
solo but a bit more oomph is
required in some parts on a
tandem.
Our plan was to meet Malcolm
Jackson the leader at Cherington
but because I was on only part
steam that day we set off on our
own at our pace (yeah, right . . .)

There we were climbing quite
well, admiring the flora and the
fauna, Pat draping me with her
excellent knowledge of such things
when on a steeper section I
suddenly felt the energy draining
from me, my shoulders sagged and
Anyway one thing was positive: my breathing sounding like those
the sight of two people on one bike awful telephone calls (how do I
know about them?).
always gets some sort of friendly
remark, often by the older
From behind came this sweet
generation who perhaps used to
little
voice ‘Oh Ped’ (Pat’s
I’m cycling to Coaley Junction
enjoy togetherness on two wheels nickname for me) ‘I don’t think I
station where I am to catch a train
before the war; and then there are have been pedalling, just going
again. My L.M.& S.R. ticket for the
others who either cemented a
round with the pedals and having
cycle and myself is valid to any
relationship or broke up because of a dolly daydream!’ The air
station not more than ten miles
the infernal contraption, and one
matched the colour of the blue sky.
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*!***!!* me! I exclaimed with my
last gasp.
Then the pedals miraculously
started to go around easier. Gawd,
all those thousands of people must
have been right - doh!
So Pat, remember, it takes two
to tango but thanks for owning up
(**!!*)

"You're not pushing very hard,
Pat"

A bicycle built for fourteen.
Thirteen were accused of not
pedalling. So, dear Pattie, you
are totally forgiven. Captain
Pete.

Skipper
Talking..............

W

ell, you may ask what has
happened to “Expert”?
The answer would appear to be
that he has been reading rather a
lot of old CTC Gazettes, and from
these he has taken a fancy to the
new pseudonym. Or could it be
just an attempt to cover his tracks?
First a letter from a Mr N.A.
IVE. He has trouble climbing – he’s
tried my earlier advice of halving
his lowest gear by filing off
alternate teeth on the smallest
chainring (see Spoke No. 8) – but
has found no improvement. What
else can he do? – I recommend a
technique I witnessed being used
by two riders I once saw climbing
Selsley Hill. At each downstroke of
the pedal, jerk your upper body
forward. The extra momentum
given to the handlebars will do
wonders. (if you’re the stoker on a
tandem, push hard against the
pilot’s back) – oh and don’t take
any notice of silly people talking
about Newton’s Laws of Motion
and rubbish about “action and
reaction” – they don’t know what
they’re talking about.
Now a letter from a newcomer
to cycling who is worried about
getting wet. He’s looking for some
encouragement and advice. – You
fair weather newbie! Of all the
namby-pambys! If you were in our
club, I’d kick your wheels in. Now
when I were a lad we had to wear
those ex-army shorts from World
War Two and they soaked up rain
like blotting paper. I remember
coming back from Glen Affric,
we’d done 200 miles in pouring
rain, hadn’t eaten or slept for two
days, had to re-build a wheel on

the way – Aye, we were tough in
those days, took it in our stride, not
like you softies nowadays.
Another newcomer writes
asking me to recommend a book
on cycle mechanics.
Now I don’t think anyone has
ever written such a book. Why
would you want to read about
those dirty, greasy people who
come out from the back of cycle
shops, suck their breath in, then
tell you the only thing to do is to
scrap it and buy a new bike?
Another of those smart-alec
mountain-bikers has sent in this
gem – “I don’t seem to be able to
keep up with the other fellows on
the technical downhill sections. I’m
riding a …….(I’m not going to bore
you with all the gadget-obsessed
description he’s sent in.)
But there you are, he doesn’t
mention the socks he’s wearing. I
suspect you’re not wearing
“downhill socks”. Like *XC gloves,
XC socks are no good on technical
downhill sections. You should
know this – Dumbo!

Finally, “A.J.M.” of Gloucester
asks is there a remedy for farmers
who cover the roads in hedgeclippings? – Yes, solid rubber tyres
will do the trick. But be sure to pull
them really tight around the
farmer’s neck.
Well that’s all for now, as
always I must repeat my warning
that there’s a lot of rubbish talked
about in cycling circles – but you
can always depend on my friendly
and impartial advice.

[* XC stands for Cross Country.
You should know this – Dumbo! Ed.]
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Reg Randall

a-‘tater Reg didn’t walk tall but his
David-esque stature and exploits
on the bike were of Goliath
proportions.

By Pete Day

Anyway Reg was brought to our
part of the world from Middlesex
n issue No. 10 of the Spoke I
in the early 1960s by Alex Moulton
wrote an article about my late
to work on his famous small-wheel
friend Bob Maitland. A photograph suspension bikes in the
taken by our old mucker Malcolm competitions department (yep,
Jackson at the end of a David
they raced ’em!) at Bradford-onDuffield charity ride at Bath in
Avon. Moulton’s plan was to use
2004 shows three old gits, two
Reg as his long-distance record
somewhat older than the other.
breaker notably the End-to-End on
On the left is Bob, in the middle
these small-wheel beasties. At this
’nipper’ Pete and on the right a
point I will now tell of Reg’s
chap named Reg Randall. I have
exploits pre Alex Moulton and you
written articles in the Spoke on
will see why the great man wanted
Bob, sadly deceased last year, also this little chap working for him.
on the young bloke in the middle
but nowt on the chappie to my left.

I

Bob was world famous for his
exploits (see Spoke No. 10)
whereas Reg, still very much alive
at 86, is known mostly by British
club folk for his long distance races
in the 40s, 50s and 60s. These
included gruelling 24-hour non
stop time trials, being fed and
watered ’on the hoof’ by helpers
where his fantastic strength and
stamina often proved too much for
the competition. The rider was
finally sent on a finishing circuit
until his 24 hours was up.
Distances in the region of 440-460
miles were achieved by Reg on a
fixed wheel!

‘ALL DAY AND ALL
OF THE NIGHT’

As mentioned Reg was a great 24
hour rider but his biggest
challenge came in 1958 when he
was 38 years old to attempt to
break the existing British record,
the 874 miles Lands end to John
o’Groats which currently stood at 2
days 3hrs by Dave Keeler three
months earlier. (In my museum I
have Reg’s handlebars, saddle and
twin water bottle cages which
together weigh more than a
modern carbon bike!).

Conditions have to be perfect
before an attempt is made, that is
But Reg’s fame came in 1958 in an why the hapless rider doesn’t
event which put the 24 hour races know much before the time until
he gets the call from the
in the shade.
timekeeper. Imagine all these
people, the following car,
mechanic, helpers, loads of carbo
food - though in those days soup,
Here is a brief history of this old
eggs, bacon and anything that was
mate of mine:
easy to eat, marshals on the route
He was an old-school ‘tester’, a
made up of club folk who offered
racer against the clock (‘The race of their services, and the rider has
truth’ time trials). At just 5ft.-and- perhaps 20 minutes sleep every
few hundred miles.

ABOUT THE MAN
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Reg Randall's End-to-End bars,
bottle cages and Brooks saddle.
Quarter the weight of a modern
carbon BIKE!

All that's left of Reg's bike in
Pete's back garden
When the call comes (no mobile
phones then) then it is ON.
Reg’s ride was not without drama
because with just a few miles to go
to John o’Groats he fell on a
roundabout and damaged his right

wrist (see photo). But he did it! 874 racing and his were chalk and
miles in 2 days 1 hour - don’t try
cheese. My penchant was for fast
this at home!
short distance time trials, 25 and 50
miles, and track (velodrome) and
It is traditional to have an hour’s
road racing. Not at all like Reg
rest then attempt the 1,000 miles
with his mamby pamby girly
record. Unfortunately this had to
mammoth distance jobbies!
be abandoned because of a Scottish
gale. But he did get that record a
Bob Maitland was staying with Pat
year or so later.
and I because we had arranged to
go to David Duffield’s charity ride
at Bath in 2004. We arrived to meet
Malcolm and Roxy Jackson on
their Bromptons and us on our
tandem. Then David Duffield
introduced Alex Moulton and Phil
Liggett the well known cycle
racing broadcaster, then to loud
applause introduced Bob and Reg
Randall and gave a short history of
their marvellous achievements on
the bike.

Reg just coming to meet us then we
would go back to his lovely house
and gardens in B-o-A and have our
sandwiches and tea. Jim Turner
used to join us on these visits.I
asked Reg if he knew what
happened to his famous Moulton
record bike. He didn’t know. Then
when Pat and I visited the Moulton
Museum in the grounds which
housed all his inventions, which
included his wonderful hydrolastic
suspension system for the Mini,
plus some wonderful record
breaking Moultons, Pat read a label
on this dusty white Moulton bike,
with a lightweight setup including
17-inch sprints and deflated
tubular tyres. ‘This bike was used
by Reg Randall for all his record
rides’.

We had the good fortune to be
joined by Reg on the ride, such a
Reg Randall passes the Jamaica gentle bloke who asked ‘Would
I will round this off by saying that
Inn on his Moulton
you mind awfully if I accompanied we enjoyed Reg’s company at
you?’ What a gent.
home in Woodchester when he
brought his bike in his van where
Just as well as Reg lived in
he asked me to set it up with some
Bradford-on-Avon and his local
new wheels he had bought from
knowledge got us out of a few
So Reg was in demand to have a go holes. We had a great day and even Jim.
at these records on a Moulton but called into Moulton’s grounds for When he arrived I coffee’d and
you know he had lots of bad luck
tea and cakes. I could see that Reg biscuited him up - a Rose Cottage
with the weather, sometimes
was not very comfortable in those welcome - and took his tiny bike to
attempts were abandoned with a
surroundings again after all those the garage. Reg had bought his
hundred miles to go. How’s that
years.
overalls to help. By the time he had
for frustration. He was always
drunk his bevy and got his overalls
close to the record and put in some
on I said ‘Okay Reg, ready to go!’
great rides on the Moultons but he
He looked at me and said in his
didn’t like them! And
posh voice ‘Crikey, done already?’!
unfortunately he did not get on
The plan was for us to go on a little
well with AM so eventually he left
ride to The Black Shed for some
and put himself out to graze
lunch. After that, I retraced to the
metaphorically speaking.
A38 and we headed up The Roman
Road to Claypits Garage. On the
Reg with his training Moulton, way up Reg looked around and
Bradford on Avon, 2009
said ‘This takes me back. Didn’t
I have known of Reg for many
After that I suggested to Reg that
have much time for sightseeing
years but never met him though of
we meet at Moulton’s weekend in during my Lands end to J o’Groats
course his racing days did run
September and that’s what we did, rides on this road.’ For the ‘Big
alongside mine except that my

FINALLY

MOULTON

THE MEETING
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One’ he used to do about 500
miles a week as preparation.
Eat your hearts out
Wheelers!

Left: Note bandaged
wrist

Do you know that he really
enjoyed our little ride and I
felt quite humbled to be in
this gentle man’s presence.
Reg is still well at 86 and he is
due to visit us sometime this
year.

Left. Reg Randall
reaches John o’Groats to
break the record set by
Dave Keeler earlier in
1958
Right. I told you he was
small and strong. Reg
Randall in Meccano
Magazine, November
1964
Left. Malcolm
Jackson’s photo of
Bob Maitland, Pete
and Reg Randall in
2004

The group captured by Malcolm Jackson at Bath. Just over Phil Liggett’s left shoulder you will see
Pat Ballinger’s smiling face! Alex Moulton and David Duffield also smile
10

The Construction
and Testing
of ASP#4
By Tony Martin
SP#1 and ASP#3 were both
“all spare parts” machines
constructed from scrap and
intended for use on rough tracks.
Both were partly successful, but
had the disadvantage that they
were not good enough for long
distance cycling. They both failed
the “bounce test” – that is
suspending the machine an inch or
two from the ground and dropping
it failed to produce a bounce –
indication of a low quality steel
frame. I had bought a pair of 1980s
sports bikes for a fiver some years
ago, and the best of these I had
done up as a sort of training bike
for a quick bash around the lanes –
but it hardly ever got used! The
frames on these two “Coventry
Eagle” bikes did however pass the
bounce test. It suddenly struck me
that the training bike might be
modified into my ideal 30/30 bike –
that is a bike weighing 30lb and
having a bottom gear of 30inches –
and so ASP#4 was born. In its
training bike role I had painted the
frame silver and a couple of times I
had noted admiring remarks about
it from teenage boys – oh ye of
little knowledge!
The first test was to see if a
smaller chainring could be fitted.
The bikes were originally fitted
with a 48 tooth chainring, which
with five sprockets on the back
gave gears of 46 to 92 inches –
typical of the genre. I found a 34
tooth chainring, the middle ring of
a mountain bike set I had
butchered for ASP#3. Some
elongation of slots in the ring and
filing away the central boss
enabled it to be bolted up inside

A

the original ring. It didn’t look
pretty but it seemed to work. This
would give me 33 inches to 66
inches gearing range and initially I
intended not bothering to fit a
front changer on to give me the big
chainring.
Upside down in the kitchen the
rear mech – a “Huret” seemed to
run ok and it looked like ASP#4
was to be a “goer” after I took a
couple of links off the chain.
Weight was to be kept down, so I
opted to use a saddlebag instead of
a rack. Saddles don’t seem to have
bag loops on nowadays, but
eventually I found a dreadful
plastic thing in the shed from my
“stock”, ripped the decayed foam
off it and fitted a Lidl Gel cover.
Inner tubes were “punctureproofed” with old split inner tubes
Bostiked onto the contact surface.
The saddlebag was lashed up from
an old backpack. Rat trap pedals
and home-made clips were
transferred over from ASP#2,
rubber draught excluder strips
were taped to the bars and a first
local excursion made. It was now
time for a first long test run.
The 30/30 bike was my idea of
a bike suitable for use on
reasonable tracks and getting up
onto the Cotswolds to cover longer
distances along the lanes. As a test
I would go through Witcombe and
Coopers Hill woods on the tracks,
then take the lanes to Brimpsfield
and Bagendon, coming back via
the Duntisbournes.

losing my cool. Along the
woodland track some walkers are
approaching, the last one of the
group says “ eeh, ida thought
thou’d a been ona mountin bike”
It is to become something of an
aviation theme ride. Between
Brimpsfield and Woodmancote I
glimpse the rolling hills of the
North Cotswolds through gaps in
the hedgerow. Overhead a Tiger
Moth is stuttering away, so slowly
it almost seems suspended in midair. Just before I get into
Woodmancote there is that
unmistakable growl of a Merlin
engine over to the right. I stop to
search for it but can’t spot it in the
glare for quite some time. This
Woodmancote (there are two
others in the county) is that typical,
prosperous, deserted Cotswold
village whose only points of note
appear to be a 1950s style village
hall and a hideous metal/glass bus
shelter. Just past Woodmancote I
turn off right to head across
Merchants Downs. I discovered
these small lanes years ago one
springtime, when the hedgerows
were covered in may blossom. It is
well worth a ride over here.

And so to Bagendon, where I
take my usual bread, cheese and
tea. Much of the land around here
seems to be parkland, with those
old-fashioned iron railings obviously not everybody’s railings
were dropped over Germany in
1944/45. I guess it depended on
who you were. Coming back
through Middle Duntisbourne I
I set off. It is September and the
walk ASP#4 alongside the ford for
first test is to be hedge clippings in
it looks a bit slimy underwater. It
Upton St Leonards, but I get
reminds me of the time I saw an
through unscathed. The next
elderly couple in their large estate
obstacle is a septic tanker
car baulk at the three inches or so
completely blocking the tarmac
of water and reverse back up the
along Coopers Hill lane. I manage
lane! Just before dropping down
to push the bike ahead of me on 18
into Caudle Green a very large
inches of grass verge without
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helicopter passes over me at low
altitude – the last aviation
experience of the day.
Reviewing the performance of
ASP#4, I decide to change the
Huret rear mech for a Shimano
(actually several incomplete ones
combined), fit a new chain, and
swop pedals for those on ASP#1.
Something has to be done about
the backpack and with some good
quality canvas from a previous
scrounge, I decide to make a
traditional saddlebag. This is easier
said than done but eventually I
manage it and it almost looks
“shop-bought”.
A trip down to Arlingham
passage convinces me that whilst a
high of 66 inches might be OK for
up on top, back down here in the
vale I shall need that big chainring
for longer flat stages. I take the
front mech off ASP#2, which I find
is a quality component and has a
bolted spacer instead of the usual
riveted one. This is much easier
than splitting the chain to fit it!
(ASP#2 has a frame recovered from
a skip in Overton Lane we passed
on a club run once, and which I
recovered with permission the
following week. ASP#2 will now
revert to a 5-speed machine, and I
only keep it going because it is
absolutely unpinchable if left in
town.) So there you have it, a little
bit of head scratching, some
rummaging through scrap parts,
dirty hands, much tea and I have
acquired a fairly useful bike. Oh
and the weight – well with my
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usual bag of kit on the back it has
crept up to about 32lb.

and all luggage with us both on his
Lambretta 125 scooter - and no
crash helmets then! There is a
photo of that Lambretta and the
two Amigos on a fooling about
non-racing occasion in Spoke 10
(Herne Hill Memory).
MEMORY LANE By Pete Day
But this all is about travelling to
races by bike. In my early days I
used to cycle to events on the race
bike with normal high pressure
(again). There I was browsing
tyres then inflate to the race
through some of my old cycling
pressures for the event. Even that
photos and memorabilia (’fraid
felt as though I was on a different
this is happening more and more
bike.
since my brain is younger than my
However as my experience and
legs) when I came across a picture fitness improved, and a couple of
in Granby Cycles 1954 catalogue
quid more in my apprentice’s
which really took me back to the
wages, I splashed out (on the
Days of Yore.
‘never-never’) for a gorgeous pair
Although I was cycling in
of racing wheels. These were
1954 (age 14) my racing career
Fiamme Italian sprint rims on
Airlite Continental large flange
double fix hubs, red lustre finish to
match the chrome and flamboyant
red of the Dan Genner track frame
- Ooooh luvverly!
I used Dunlop tubular tyres, No.
0 or 1s smooth tread for track and
No. 2s ribbed for road. Pressures
110 front and 120 rear.

Four Wheels Good

‘ONLY meeee!’

SHE HAD FANCY
LUGS
didn’t begin properly with Tooting
Bicycle Club in South London until
1956. But this image brought it all
back to me, ‘a picture is worth a
thousand words’
Let me explain. Nowadays by and
large the cycle racing fraternity
travel to events by motorised
transport, be it car, van or even
motorbike and sidecar. Later in our
racing lives my mate John Barrett
and I used to travel farther afield
which necessitated either going by
train at 3 a.m. on Sundays or with
our stripped down time trial bikes

Dan Genner’s bike
shop was in Merton,
South London. He
was a wonderful
frame builder. He
had a drippy nose.
We called him
‘Drippy’. When he
measured us up for
our frames his wife,
we think, was
measuring us up for
something else.
‘What lovely thighs’
she used to say. We
were only interested

in bikes. We were naïve. Carefree
days.
The reason that time trials were
so early in the morning was a
throwback from the 1920s when
organised racing on the road was
illegal so the organisers cooked up
a plan to fool the police and
authorities of the race meeting
location. They gave the courses a
code in a racing handbook which
still carries on to this day. For
instance in London area my local
Portsmouth Road had a G10
designation, Brighton Road G9,
and the Southend Road E nos.
When I raced for the Dursley
Road Club and organised some 25
mile time trials on the A38 they
had their own codes as well.

were swapped. The training
wheels had a much lower fixed
gear then the racers which had a
smaller sprocket for a higher gear.
This is where the track dropouts
came into their own because the
wheel just slid along to take up the
chain tension.
Enough of this tech talk because
I want to end this with a true story
(honest!).

WORDS OF WISDOM

There doesn’t seem much to say
about a bike with spare wheels on
the front but early in 1958 four
cyclists were travelling very early
one Sunday morning to a time-trial
on the Esher Bypass, Surrey for the
event on the Portsmouth Road (the
G10 as already mentioned).
They were Yours truly and my
Back to the above picture then.
girlfriend Jackie, later to become
Ooh I have gone all nostalgic again my wife in 1960, who was a great
just looking at it! I still have the
cyclist, Gordon Bryan and his
special sprint carriers which fitted wife . . . Funny how I can
onto the front axle by the track
remember a bike shop woman who
nuts, the protected covered race
liked my thighs but I can’t
wheels and tubular tyres were
remember my mate’s wife’s
fitted into slots and tightened by
name . . . oh well not to worry!
their own track nuts, then secured Gordon and I had our bikes
to the handlebars by toe straps.
bedecked as illustrated above and
They didn’t get in the way of the
the girls on their solo racing
spinning feet or when the bars
machines but were not racing that
were turned. Then when the bike
day.
was to get ready to race the wheels
When we left home it was dark
so we could not see the weather-to1958. Pete, Dan Genner Track be but when we had cycled about
Bike, 30 mile TT. G10 Course
ten miles, whilst we were on this
bypass, the
heavens
opened and
within
seconds we
were soaked
to the skin and
wondering
why we did
not have an
indoor sport.
Luckily for us

FOUR WHEELER

- and the rain was torrential now - I
spotted a bus shelter to which we
all rushed into bikes and all (yep it
was a BIG shelter in those days).
The time was of the essence
because us racers had to get to the
start which was still eight miles
away, book in, fix race numbers
and be ready to take our place on
the line which as a time trial let us
go off at minute intervals. If the
cyclist was late that time would be
added. For us a week’s training
was not going to be wasted like
that.
So there we were dripping in
unison, gazing out into the still
torrential rain and getting
impatient to get on our way, and
by the way it was still early
morning and quite dark. When
suddenly a car, a gert big Jaguar
saloon, silently pulled into the bus
layby. The passenger window
lowered and a voice asked if we
would like a lift. We were amazed
because unless this had been a BIG
van there would have been only
room for the human cargo, not
four bikes with twelve wheels.
Anyway, I sloshed over to the
car and greeted the driver and told
him of our oversize problem as
there were four of us and thanked
him profusely for his generosity
but that we would just carry on.
He said he just wanted to know
that we were okay. Then I asked
him: ‘Aren’t you Norman
Wisdom?’ ‘Yes that’s right’ he said.
Of course when the rest of the
gang heard the name they raced
over to meet him slosh and all.
After lots of thank-yous we
waved to him as he glided away
into the night. Thanks weren’t
enough for that little man who was
so famous yet so kind and humble.
Mr. Grimsdale would have been
proud of him.
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Cycle Clips
by Tony Martin

I

collect old books about our
countryside, and often they
include a cycling anecdote, usually
quite different from the sort of
thing you’d read in books about
cycle touring. Here are a few I’ve
come across…..
In the days before helmets, the
wrong sort of headgear could get
you into real trouble: In the
“Devonshire” book of the
“County” series an incident is
described in which a passing
cyclist’s tweed cap is mistaken for a
rabbit running along the top of the
hedge. The rabbiter fires his
shotgun- with fatal consequences.

coracle on his back, pushing the
bike to Stonehouse to get his train
to Cirencester. Even in 1947 I guess
that this was an unusual sight at
the ticket office.
In his “English Journey” J. B.
Priestley writes of seeing bands of
young cyclists heading out of north
country cities, heads down and
struggling up hills. From the
comfort of his motor coach he
disparages them. But so also did
they disparage him and his like –
because before WWII and just after
it was common amongst ramblers
to refer to motorists as “hogs”,
cyclists calling them “tinmen”.

In his “Striding Through
Yorkshire”, revised in 1943, A.J.
Brown tells of a walk on which he
came across a party of cyclists from
It never pays to show off on a
Hull in an inn at Thixendale. He
bike. Here is a story from Aubrey
was astonished by the amount they
Seymour’s book “A Square Mile of ate and drank. One of the cyclists
Old England.” He’s out on his bike pretended to eat a plate,
in the North Cotswolds, I guess
whereupon the landlord told him
many years ago, when he is
that “unless he finished it, it would
overtaken by the local vicar in an
cost him 4d” (old money).
open-seater Wolseley, not going
In his 1950 “County Town”
much faster. Deciding to overtake
Lynton Lamb tells how cyclists
the vicar, the author speeds up,
were everywhere, in their raincoats
head down, not noticing the vicar
and small cloth caps. If you were
has stopped just up the road. Well,
alive around that time, you would
our cyclist hits the car, goes over
have seen them in something that
the folded hood, with bike and all
has now disappeared – the mass
ending up in the car! Only the car’s
exodus of cycling factory workers.
number plate is damaged – but the
In Gloucester, the workers from the
bike frame is really bent and the
GAC aircraft factory at Brockworth
vicar – well he’s not too happy.
formed a solid mass as they
Sometimes you can have just
progressed down the road to the
too much luggage for safe cycling. city. A friend, Brian, tells me that
In “Severn Tide” Brian Waters
his father was amongst them and
describes buying a coracle that has that once, his pump dropped off
drifted ashore at Framilode. He
the bike – but there was no turning
manages to ride his bike, carrying back, the tightly-packed mass
the coracle on his back, as far as
meant that pump was gone! Now,
Frampton before he gets a
it turns out that quite recently I
puncture (fortuitously he says –
came across one of those old
otherwise he would have had an
figures from the Fifties! I was in
accident). So he ends up with the
Tewkesbury waiting for a bus,
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when I became aware of a cyclist
getting off his bike to lock it up
close by me. What was striking
was the old guy was wearing a
raincoat (don’t see many of these
nowadays – especially on cyclists),
had tweed trousers with turn-ups,
cycle clips of course, and a flat cap.
His traditional black shoes were
shone to a mirror finish. He locked
the bike up with a chain whose
dimensions would have done duty
as anchor chain and moved off. A
close inspection of his machine was
called for. It was a lady’s mixte
frame with 26inch roadster wheels,
but with some intriguing homemade bits on it. On the handlebars
was a box, with a toggle switch
labeled “dynamo/battery” with
wiring to a bottle dynamo on the
rear tyre and a home-made box on
a rear-carrier which obviously held
batteries. White mudguards had
been fitted as a replacement, for
the rear was attached to a chain
stay with a home-made bracket. A
quaint touch was that he had
neatly marked the bulb rating
details in black on the white rear
mudguard. The only disparity was
that he had a modern cycle
computer on the handlebars. Now
– you don’t see machines or riders
like that every day!
Robert Gibbings was a prolific
author of travel books between the
world wars, always illustrated by
his own woodcuttings – here is
someone from one of his travels
through Ireland. “It [Kinsale] is a
town which breeds strong
characters. I knew a man there
who couldn’t do less than forty
miles as an afternoon spin on his
bicycle, and that at full speed up
hill and down hill over roads that
in those days were far from perfect.
His ‘call,’ when he stopped for
refreshments, was a dozen of
stout………..One day he offered to

clean my bicycle. He took it to
pieces completely, removing every
nut and screw, even taking out the
bearings and washing them
separately in paraffin. There were
no half measures with him.”

Another
Rummage in the
Archives

W

main body and must be
racing, runs, social, and two
general ones. When required there accompanied by another member.”
was also a Youth Hostel Runs
Secretary.
What rules were included? One
that would make Dave happy is
rule 9, the late subscription rule.
The Run Fee was 3d but if the
member's subscription had not yet
been paid then an additional 6d
was payable.
Rule 17 “No General Section
Run may exceed 65 miles”.. This
doesn't need enforcing nowadays.

hat did the membership
card look like? The first
Rule A3. “Members must not
was a credit card sized booklet
overtake the Run Leader without
containing a couple of sheets of the
his permission”. I guess women
club rules. The inside front cover
didn't lead rides for the Wheelers.
had a list of the club officers and

the back cover had personal
information of name, address, bike
number and “house”. Peter
Coleman's house was Puma and
his membership number was 2
The 1952 rules stated that the
membership fee was 4/- (20p). In
1959 it was increased to 6/6. In 1966
it was 7/6 and by 1968 it was a
whole ten shillings.

Rule B1 “The Sunday Runs
shall be made by three sections, as
below:The General Section
The Long distance section
The Afternoon Section.”

In 1958 the membership card
got bigger and the list of rules
expanded to fit. They also started
to list the club time trials record
holders. These times were hotly
challenged because they were
frequently updated with little
strips of paper with the new record
holder's name on it. Listed were
great feats of endurance such as
the 12 hours time trial where S.P.
Daniels travelled 238.31 miles on
5/7/1959
The effects of the war lingered
on. This rule was introduced in the
mid 1950s: “National Servicemen
shall be exempt from the annual
subscription.” Following the end of
national service this rule was
removed in February 1961. There is
also evidence of recycling. The
back of the committee officers list
of 1957 reveals that it was printed
on NAAFI headed notepaper.

However, they usually
contrived to meet for tea and the
General Section leader would lead
the return run.

The club officers changed every
Rule A4 “If a fault develops in a
year and a little sheet was
machine which cannot be rectified
provided to paste in the new list.
on the sopt, [sic] the machine must
By 1957 the club was so big that it be ridden fifty yards behind the
had no less than five secretaries. A
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One Wheel
In the Past

Veteran Wheelers from days gone by

Rugged
Wheelers of 1954
Halloween

Here is a timeless scene. Stonehouse
Post Office and some Wheelers are
ready to leave. It doesn't seem to have
changed much over the years. One
current member couldn't recognise
anyone in the picture. The names of
these old timers from left to right are
Spoke contributors Malcolm Jackson,
Peter Kwan, Peter Day, and Keith
Malbon. Photography is by Tammy in
June 2011 with a vintage sepia
treatment. The occasion was Keith's
retro themed ride. Yes it was actually a
CTC ride but they are all Wheelers.

pressure. Riding it would be very
painful but tough “Harry” just
smiles.

Pathe News featured the
flooding in this video:
http://www.britishpathe.com/recor
d.php?id=32949 . Haw Bridge was
destroyed four years later by an
out of control tanker. The collision
November 1954 brought floods made it collapse and the skipper
was killed.
to the River Severn and undaunted
the hardy Wheelers wearing shorts
in winter crossed the floods at
Haw Bridge and Deerfield. Peter
Coleman, the photographer keeps
his feet dry and hitches a ride on a
tractor to cross the flooded bridge
while the others had to wade.

Winter Floods

Paul Etheridge stands on a
dam at Deerhurst

I

n October, 1954 the Wheelers
went to the woods near Silver
Street to mark Halloween by
messing about with a broomstick.
One Harry Potter impersonator
swaps his bicycle for a broom
eleven years before J.K. Rowling
was born.
The handle looks so slender
that it would snap at the slightest
16

Peter Coleman gets a lift and
keeps his feet dry
This badge was
sold for £23.55 on
August 17, 2011

Party Ticket

T

he last item from 1954 is the
ticket to the Christmas Dinner.
Note that the celebrations went on

until 1am. The Wheelers certainly
were more durable in those days.

work. I still had a
bike but cycling
was almost nonexistent.
When I was
20 years old my
mate Jes’s
parents bought
an old cottage in
Uley and I stayed
there a couple of
times. It made
me determined
to move to the Cotswolds and
finally, in 1990, I got a job with
Cotswold District Council.

The Very Unlikely Lads

and there we made our biggest
mistake. We decided to do an extra
In May 1993 I was 45 years old loop to Upper Slaughter. We
and was having a few beers with
stopped in Northleach and were
Jes. We decided to get our old
treated to an unexpected
bikes out and go for a ride. It
demonstration of Morris dancing
would have been sensible for a first and some more beers.
ride to go down to the river.
As we skirted Cirencester,
Perhaps it was the beer but we
tiredness to our arms, shoulders
By KEITH MALBON
decided to ride to Stow-on-theand legs really kicked in. It was
Wold the following Saturday.
agony. We made it to the Crown at
here is a classic episode of
That day I got my old steel 5Frampton Mansell. We couldn’t
‘Whatever Happened to the
gear bike out and put a few clothes pedal another yard. Fortunately
Likely Lads’ called ‘The Great
in the saddlebag. I got down to
several beers eased the pain and
Race’. In it Bob and Terry (totally
Jes’s to find his bike in the living
we staggered back to Stroud. It
unfit) decide to race from
room surrounded by clothes on the was a brilliant, if ill considered
Newcastle to Berwick on bikes. In floor. His saddlebag rested on a
weekend. However we had at least
one scene Terry is shown pouring short unsupported mudguard and pedalled all the way, unlike Bob
Newcastle Brown into a water
anything heavier than a shirt made and Terry who finished up
bottle. Of course some cheating
it rub on the wheel. I reluctantly
hitching a lift on a lorry.
went on. It reminded me of the
agreed to put his shoes in my
What happened next?
time my mate Jes and I decided to . saddlebag and the rest had to be
. . Stop! Back to the beginning.
tied to his crossbar.
Well I really got into cycling
When I was a kid I grew up in a
and bought a mountain bike. In
So we set off via Birdlip and
mill town called Middleton which
September of that year I went on a
Ullenwood. The weather was good
is six miles north of Manchester.
Stonehouse Wheelers ride led by
and after a couple of stops in
My friends and I used to cycle to
Gilbert Tindall, one of the last rides
hostelries we arrived in Stow in
each others houses and to the
he led, with tea back at his house. I
good humour and booked into a B
Grammar School. Once a year we
couldn’t believe it when he said he
& B. With it being a serious
used to cycle over the moors to
was 80. He was so friendly I joined
training ride we had a Tour de
Blackpool or occasionally to
the club and never looked back.
France meal of takeaway fish and
Morecambe to camp. The last time
chips washed down with copious
Jes? Well with a young family
I did this I was 17 years old.
amounts of beer.
he has never really got into cycling.
After that I got a job in a local
Occasionally we go on a cycling
The following morning after a
factory, Ferrantis, and bought a
pub crawl, but another tour? Very
big fry up we set off. We felt good
B.S.A. Bantam motorcycle to get to
unlikely!

LA GRANDE
(liquid fuelled)
TOUR DE
COTSWOLDS

T
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much to inflicting much pain on
this 45-year-old hasbeen’s body.
Some of our training rides started
off hard, very hard and improved
by Pete Day
to b----y hard so that eventually I
joined his racing club (Dursley)
DON’T know what it is about
and carried with me a back
getting on in years that makes
problem that I had acquired in the
me keep remembering ‘The Good
late 1970s.
Old Days’ which at the time were
I seem to be rambling so back to
not always that. However, this
the point of this story. Most of our
little tale to me is worth
training rides took to the hills and
remembering.
mountains of Wales, more often
You can’t not have noticed the
day rides but when we could
glut of small motorbikes buzzing
spread over two or three days,
around with young blokes and Lwhich satiated Ian’s lust for
plates on board. And unfortunately
upwardly mobile cycling with
for the image of mopeds usually
sprints to the summits and total
the kids travel in twos or threes or
disregard for safety in descending
more at their top speed close up to
them (nowadays poor old Pat has
cars and to each other with not a
had to put up with my manic
thought for ‘thinking distance,
descending on our tandem where
braking distance and stopping
we have had our fair share of
distance’.
‘adventures’ while going
So when Pat and I witnessed
downwards, as written about in
some of these goings on recently it
previous Spokes).
prompted me to put fingers to
Some of our forays into Wales
keyboard and tell of an amusing
were not always on road bikes as
true story of yesteryear.
later I introduced Ian to the newI will apologise but it is back to
fangled mountain bikes, no
the 1980s again which for me was
suspension then, in the Brecons
the heyday of my veteran racing
and Black mountains where at
life (see Spoke No. 9 Quaint Old
least I had the upper hand ‘cos P.
Customs).
Day was older and had less life
expectancy than his younger mate.
Hmm.

Catchee Monkey

I

HARD MAN

I lived at Thornbury then and later
was a racing member of Dursley
Road Club. My best mate and
sparring partner, 10 years my
junior, was a tough Lancastrian Ian
Spencer, who was responsible for
my taking up cycling and racing
again after a 21 year lay-off.
At the time he was lonely and
needed someone to hammer into
the ground on his training rides
and unfortunately for my old
bones I was available. Also unlike
me Ian had never given up cycling
and he looked forward ever so
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MIST
So on one particular road bike
training ride to Cymru we were
bowling along, sprinting for those
Welsh town
and village
signs when
three small
engine
motorcycles
went past us at
the same time
giving the
famous

Winston Churchill V-signs and
giggling like jolly hell.
Now, Wales is famous for its
mists but this time we saw a red
mist! Ian and I looked at each other
and without a word spoken
nodded towards the departing
‘herberts’ and we gave chase.
It so happened that we were
helped a tad by gravity, the road
being beautifully tarmacced as
most Welsh roads were and just
sloping down enough to enable us
to get full speed ahead. It was
‘heads down and bums up’ in our
best racing tradition and ever so
slowly we started reeling the
blighters in.
Two riders were just ahead of
the third and to this day I can still
see the hapless fella’s face, eyes as
big as saucers in his mirror, his
throttle hand wringing the life out
of the controls which unfortunately
for him was ‘on the stops’.
You would like me to tell you
that once the catch was made we
‘brought him to justice’ right?
Wrong! We each went either side of
the poor guy and just roared with
laughter, then easing off the gas we
bade him a friendly farewell.
Ee-by-Gum we felt good after
that, and it was good training too.
OPTIONS
P.s. This particular motorcyclist
then had two future options:
(1) Not to give offensive hand
signals to us poor cyclists;
Or (2) Get a much more powerful
motorbike.

Cycle Camping
In France
By Malcolm Jackson
art 1
"Never again", she
said, as we cycled off the
ferry in 1981. That, I
thought, was the end of
our cycle camping
travels. The ground
was getting too
hard. But no, after
waiting for 28
years for
uncomfortable
memories to
fade and
technology to
improve, and they did. Bingo, self
inflating mattresses. "Why don't
we cycle camp, down the Loire
valley", she said. Cue feather
assault! As in, knocked over by.

P

Back in the 80's we had pedalled
down to Angers from St Malo, and
around the Brittany coast on
singles. Our worldly belongings
and camping gear stowed in 4
panniers. We lived in an ultra lightweight state-of-the-art two man
tent. We followed our noses and
went where the fancy took us. No
cycle routes then. Powered by
cheap wine, cheese (oh the cheese
grommet) and youthful vigour.
This time it would be different as
we'd be travelling by tandem. But,
still four panniers: two small on
the front, two slightly larger on the
back.
I dug out the tent and re-proofed
it. Sealing the seams as well. It
filled up the small front garden for
the day, which made it interesting
for the postman!
Two seats were duly booked on the

EBE. Our pick-up point was just off
the M25 in north London. Two
weeks parking was booked, the
VW was serviced and filled with
very expensive petrol. By turning
both sets

Stoker looking remarkably happy
in 1980

In the week prior to travelling we
booked a Premier Classe hotel
room in Orleans, our drop-off
point. We would be arriving in
Orleans at just gone midnight. It
was in fact nearer 3.00 am but
that's another story,
involving a change of
coach!
"So all we do is use
the credit card to
gain access to the
hotel" "Yes" I
replied "Great
system isn't it'?
"Do you know
the PIN
number then"
enquired the
stoker? "Ah", I
stammered. "No".

of handle bars 90 degrees we could In truth I'd not used the card for
slide the tandem in at shoulder
ages, it was just there for
height into the back door of the
emergencies.
camper.
"Yes five days" said the cheery card
Now we just had the packing to
lady on the phone. That was how
do. Which was more of a problem quickly they could issue another
than you would think. The last
PIN number. We crossed
time we packed panniers I had
everything available and it arrived
persuaded the Stoker that taking a the day before we left.
travel hair dryer was an
unnecessary weight. So, when in
Uneventful drive to London.
deepest France I produced my
Eventful coach journey down to
binoculars it caused a bit of a stir.
Orleans.
"You mean to say I've had to
endure 2 weeks of bad hair days so Huge sigh of relief as two tired
you could bring those? Oops..... I
figures fell through the door of the
quickly pushed the Bird book to
hotel in the small hours, after
the bottom of my pannier.
successfully gaining entry with the
credit card. "Excusez e moi you
I say my pannier, because it was.
cannot bring that in here" said a
We each had a front one for clothes heavily accented voice.
and cameras etc. The two rear ones
would have the tent, sleeping bags, Our bright red tandem was duly
the mattresses of course, a small
chained to the railings outside.
cooker, saucepan etc etc. And our "Well if it's gone in the morning I'm
wet weather gear on top, for easy
hiring a car, s*d it'! I'm on my
access.
holidays"!
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We passed out in the small, but
perfectly appointed room. The sun
streamed into the breakfast room
next day as we fortified ourselves
for the days run. I'd sussed out a
camp-site just down river, only 25
miles away, as a gentle warm up.
So, after the obligatory gathering
of the picnic sundries in the local
Marché, we set off.
We left Orleans via the Pont de
l'Europe, a dedicated cycles only
bridge over the River Loire. The
water twinkled in the sun below us
as we posed for a camera-on-timer
snap. The camera insisted on
focusing on the path surface so was
not a success.
With the river on our right we
headed southwest on quiet lanes.
Our first picnic of the tour was at a
place called Carmel de Micy, a
mere 3k out. Well, we didn't want
to tax ourselves too much on the
first day, I said to the Stoker. The
lanes soon gave way to a cycle
path, which skirted the river. The
path was beautifully surfaced and
2m wide, not the first we were to
encounter. I'd love Councillor Stan
Waddington to see it. "There", I
would say, "THAT is a cycle track"!
Crossing the bridge at Meung sur
Loire we pressed on to Beaugancy,
our first overnight stop. Camping
du Val de Flux was of course on the
other side, over the bridge. There
seemed to be a bridge theme
developing this trip. I lost count of
the number of times we criss
crossed the Loire. Most bridges
were very old and beautiful, some
were modern. Some we crossed
late at night with Mosquitoes
dancing in clouds over ornate
lights. Some we crossed on paths
separate from the traffic. Most
were humped-backed so the view
was admired on the downward
side, when we got our breath back.
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The journey begins
One we didn't cycle over, because
it was a Chateaux! Chenonceaux
was built on a bridge over the
Cher, a tributary of the Loire. We
hired a boat instead, and rowed
underneath it.
I digress, the princely sum of €7.60
was handed over, the tent was
pitched, gear was stowed. We
snoozed under the gently moving
sides of the tent. Our two weeks of
touring the Loire valley had begun.

No pain no gain

Café place setting gave us the chance to plan the next day's route

C

lub members have had a lot
of mechanical problems
lately. This one is No. 1 in my
book:

Doctor Day's Top Tips

And the second has been a topic of
lots of discussion over the years:

Bonus Tip
When fitting your cranks,
remember that a right angle is the
wrong angle.

Comics With Problems

Upper Left: Danny and the Demon
Cycle. Highway Department of
Virginia. 1972.
Lower Left: Maintain your bike or
die! The Police Safety Review. 1954
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Back Pedalling

October 1954. Halloween antics near Silver Street.
Eddie Baldwin is second from the right.

Below: Vic Turner on 28 November
1954 perched on the parapet of
Haw Bridge with the River Severn
in flood.

Above:
Kay turning near Egypt Mill

Pete and Pat passing the Moody Cow in Upton Bishop
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Tony lectures at Coaley

